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Description
BACKGROUND
[0001] Presence servers are increasingly being used
to provide presence information such as the availability
status of users. Presence information of a user identifies
the current "presence state" of that user. Users may make
their presence information available so that other users
can decide how best to communicate with them. For example, the presence information may indicate whether a
user is logged on ("online") with an instant messaging
server or is logged off ("offline"). Presence information
may also provide more detailed information about the
availability of the user. For example, even though a user
is online, that user may be away from their computer in
a meeting. In such a case, the presence state may indicate "online" and "in a meeting."
[0002] In an instant messaging context, a publishing
user ("publisher") may provide their presence information
to a presence service that then provides the presence
information to subscribing users ("subscribers"). Thus, a
presence service may use a subscriber/publisher model
to provide the presence information for the publishing
and subscribing users of the presence service. Whenever the presence information of a user changes, the presence service is notified of the change by that user’s computer system and in turn notifies the subscribing users
of the change. A subscribing user can then decide how
best to contact the publishing user based on the presence
information of the intended participants. For example, if
the presence information indicates that a publishing user
is currently in a conference telephone call, then the subscribing user may decide to send an instant message,
rather than place a telephone call, to the publishing user.
If the subscribing user, however, needs to call and speak
with the publishing user, the subscribing user can monitor
the presence information of the publishing user to know
when the call can be placed. When the subscribing user
notices that the publishing user’s presence information
indicates that the telephone conference has been concluded, the subscribing user can then place the telephone call.
[0003] A particular user may also publish presence information from multiple devices. For example, a user may
be logged on to a presence service from a laptop computer, a desktop computer, and a cell phone all at the
same time. The presence information may indicate the
user’s status on each device. This is particularly useful
if, for example, the user is walking to a meeting with a
cell phone and has stepped away from their desktop computer. If a subscribing user wants to contact the publishing user, the presence information may indicate that a
call to the cell phone would be a more effective way to
reach the user than an instant message received at the
user’s desktop computer. Each of a user’s devices may
also subscribe to the presence information of the user’s
other devices to enable the devices, for example, to de-
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termine which device the publishing user is currently
most active at.
[0004] Because of the increasing popularity of instant
messaging systems and other real-time communications
systems, presence services need to support an increasing number of users. In addition, these systems need to
support increasingly complex definitions of "presence information." For example, presence information may include calendar information that specifies the availability
of a publisher during the next several months. As a result,
a presence server is typically developed to provide presence services in an efficient way. Unfortunately, typical
presence models require intense computation when
presence information is updated. Thus, as more publishers and subscribers are added, additional presence servers are needed to perform the necessary computations.
[0005] Early presence systems handled the publishing
of presence information by placing all of the presence
information in a single XML document. As parts of the
user’s presence information changed, a publisher had to
point to a line in the document and replace it with new
presence information or point to a node within an XML
subtree and replace it with another XML subtree. This
kind of update required the presence server to perform
computationally expensive XML parsing. As the number
of users and presence updates increase, the burden of
XML parsing on the presence server could become overwhelming. This model of publishing presence information
also does not allow a subscriber to subscribe to only a
portion of a presence document. In addition, individual
portions of the document are not versioned such that a
subscriber or presence server can easily tell which portions of the document have recently changed. This model
also does not allow exposing different versions of a presence document to different subscribers or specifying different authorization information for individual portions of
the document.
[0006] A more efficient presence system that is less
computationally expensive is described in a related application, U.S. Patent Application No. 11/190,503 (Attorney Docket No. 41826-8225US) entitled "ORGANIZING
PRESENCE INFORMATION INTO. COLLECTIONS OF
PUBLICATIONS," filed on July 26, 2005. The related application describes a method and system for managing
presence information based on collections of publications. A presence collection system creates collections
of publications for a publisher. A publication includes a
type and value, and may be accompanied by attributes
such as when the publication should expire. For example,
a publication with a type "status" and a value "online"
may indicate to subscribing users that the publishing user
is currently online. A publisher may define one collection
of publications that is to be made available to certain
subscribers and another collection of publications that is
to be made available to other subscribers. For example,
one collection may be visible to the public, while another
may be visible only to coworkers of the publishing user.
Each collection contains a list of the users that are al-
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lowed to subscribe to the information within that collection. The presence collection system may allow a publisher to update individual publications within a collection.
Upon receiving the update, the presence server can
quickly update the presence information without having
to rely on computationally expensive parsing of XML documents. Each collection of publications may also contain
categories of information. A category is a type of publication that spans multiple collections. For example, a category "status" may have a publication with a value "not
available" in a collection that is available to the public,
and a publication with a value "in a meeting with John"
in a collection available to coworkers. Publications may
also specify an instance identifier. An instance Identifier
differentiates similar information within the same collection. For example, a user may have a publication "status"
with an instance of "laptop" that indicates the status of
the user at their laptop, and another publication "status"
with an instance of "cell phone" that indicates the status
of the user at their cell phone.
[0007] Although the presence collection system is an
improvement over prior techniques, it may place a higher
burden on network resources and the presence server.
For example, a publishing user who sends separate updates to many publication instances within many collections to a presence server creates a high amount of network traffic to the presence server. Similarly, a subscribing user who receives separate notifications for each
publication that is updated creates a high amount of network traffic from the presence server to the subscribing
user’s logged-on device or devices. Typically, presence
publications are set to expire within a fixed amount of
time, and must be periodically refreshed by the publishing
user in order to keep the publications published. The
need to refresh many publications that have not changed
creates an unnecessary burden on the server. Finally,
the addition of collections having varying degrees of detail available to different subscribing users creates an
opportunity to expose presence information to broader
groups of subscribers. The list of users with access to a
collection can grow quite large and the computational
cost of checking which collection a particular subscriber
should be subscribed to only increases as the list grows,
causing an additional burden to the presence server.
[0008] US 2002/035605 A1 relates to the integration
of presence determination, instant messaging and mobile commerce into a functionally seamless system. This
integrated presence, location, instant messaging and
mobile commerce (or PLIM) system may be implemented
as an added component of a wireless provider’s network.
The Presence Server enables "presence management"
in a world where there are many ways to be online, and
individuals may carry several different wireless devices.
The Instant Messaging Server queries the Presence
Server to determine if a subscriber’s phone is ON or OFF
so that accurate "mobile buddy list" information is available for the Instant Messaging clients. Presence information is made available to approved external entities
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via "push" or "pull" through the Network API. The Presence Server retrieves presence and location information
asynchronously or synchronously. The WAP client displays buddy list and buddy status, and allows buddies to
be added or deleted. The WAP client also displays group
lists, and allows group lists to be created, edited, and
deleted. A two-way SMS client utilizes standard two-way
SMS to send and receive text messages, and buddy status updates (ON-OFF, online-offline) are sent via SMS.
Wireless subscribers use the Privacy Management System to establish their availability and to establish rules
for sharing presence and location information. It is entirely up to the subscriber to perform her personal presence management. The Privacy Management System is
an integrated component of the PLIM system platform,
and can be accessed directly from any of the IM clients.
[0009] US 2005/068167 A1 relates to methods and
systems that evaluate a number of different sources of
presence information to determine a status of a user. The
presence status of a user is determined by obtaining
presence information from a plurality of presence data
stores; translating the obtained presence information
from at least one of said presence data stores into a
standard format; and determining the presence status of
the user based on the obtained presence information.
Filter rules determine who may receive the presence status. A presence data collector is provided for each of
presence data stored. The presence data collector supports presence data stores that can be queried for presence information. Thus, the presence data collector can
query corresponding data stores at regular intervals to
obtain the latest presence information. The presence data collector can convert extracted presence information
to an XML document following the CPIM model. A presence notification module notifies the clients about the
presence change of other clients (or devices), that subscribed to the presence of the client. Notifications of
present state changes are sent to subscribed and on-line
watchers. Users are also notified when someone they
have been watching changes their accessibility to that
user. If a user stops allowing a watcher his/her presence
information, the watcher is notified of this change in real
time. This also applies to groups. The watcher of a group
is sent a notice when his/her group membership is terminated. An access control list management module allows the users to manage their access control lists. An
access control list lets a user indicate who they will allow
to "watch" them (receive his or her presence information).
It is important in an enterprise setting to allow users to
specify who (other users and groups) is permitted to receive their presence data. Both ’Allow Lists’ and ’Deny
Lists’ are typically needed for enterprise applications. An
access control list system is used that allows only those
users and groups to receive information for which this
permission had been initially granted.
[0010] US 2003/217142 A1 relates to a method and
system for detecting and communicating the presence
of one or more users on a computer network. This in-
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cludes users who employ devices that communicate over
a network via SIP protocol. The first computing device
executes a program, referred to as a presence user
agent, that generated presence information relating to
the first user. When the second user wishes to gain access to the presence information of the first user, the
second user interacts with the second computing device
to generate a subscribe message. The second computing device sends the message to the server. The subscribe message alerts the server that the second wants
to "subscribe" as a watcher of the first computing device
and the corresponding first user. The subscribe message
contains an event handler that specifies presence as the
basis for the subscription request. The event header
causes the presence agent to initiate a call to the server
to process the message as a presence subscription. In
response to the subscription request, the server stores
the contents of the request into a data structure, referred
to as an offline subscribes data structure. A computing
device sets its access preferences with a server via the
set ACL procedure call. The set ACL procedure call is
an executable functional method that specifies the ACL
settings for the computing device of the network. The
computing device submits a service message to a server
in order to initiate the setting, or updating of the ACL. The
service message comprises one or more set ACL procedure calls, which trigger the presence agent operating
on the network device to set (update) the ACL. Multiple
set ACL calls may be contained with a single service
message in order to authorize one or more subscribers.
[0011] US 2003/065788 A1 relates to mobile messaging and presence services. According to one aspect of
the invention, a client device of the mobile messaging
system adds a qualifier to a presence attribute, the qualifier comprising one or more parameters specifying the
use of the attribute. A client device receiving a presence
attribute processes the received presence attribute according to the qualifier parameters in the received attribute. Another aspect of the invention is the showing of
how to assemble and store presence items with names,
attributes and values in a single presence set within a
role having an associated authorization group of members that have the right to subscribe to the whole or part
of the presence set of the same role.
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requests that eliminate the need for a publishing user to
continually refresh presence information that has not
changed. Finally, the presence system accepts access
lists that contain membership groups rather than an individual list of users that are to have access to a particular
presence collection.
[0013] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to
be used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0014]
Figure 1 is a block diagram that illustrates components of the presence system in one embodiment.
20

Figure 2 is a protocol listing that illustrates the SIP
protocol extensions for sending publication updates
in one embodiment.
25
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Figure 3 is a flow diagram that illustrates the processing of the update publications component of the presence system in one embodiment.
Figure 4 is a protocol listing that illustrates the SIP
protocol extensions for sending subscription requests in one embodiment.
Figure 5 is a flow diagram that illustrates the processing of the update subscriptions component of the
presence system in one embodiment.
Figure 6 is a protocol listing that illustrates the SIP
protocol extensions for updating collection memberships in one embodiment.

40

Figure 7 is a flow diagram that illustrates the processing of the update memberships component of the
presence system in one embodiment.
45

SUMMARY
[0012] A method and system for increasing the computational and network efficiency of presence servers
having collections of publications is provided, as defined
by the scope of the claims. The presence system uses
several techniques that enable a presence server to provide rich presence information without requiring expensive processing. First, the presence system accepts
batches of publication updates in a single presence update request. Similarly, the presence system accepts
batches of subscription requests. Next, the presence system supports new expiration types for publication update
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Figure 8 is a flow diagram that illustrates the processing of the expire publications component of the presence system in one embodiment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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[0015] A method and system for increasing the computational and network efficiency of presence servers
having collections of publications is provided. The presence system uses several techniques that enable a presence server to provide rich presence information without
requiring expensive processing. First, the presence system accepts batches of publication updates in a single
presence update request. For example, a publishing user
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can publish multiple categories of information in multiple
collections by sending a single update request to the
presence server. Similarly, the presence system accepts
batches of subscription requests. For example, a subscribing user can request a subscription to multiple categories of information in multiple collections by sending
a single subscription request to the presence server.
Next, the presence system supports new expiration types
for publication update requests that eliminate the need
for a publishing user to continually refresh presence information that has not changed. For example, a publishing user’s home phone number rarely changes, so the
presence system allows the user to publish this information once and not update it unless the information changes, rather than republishing the information once per
hour. Finally, the presence system accepts access lists
that contain membership groups rather than an individual
list of users that are to have access to a particular presence collection. For example, a publishing user can grant
access to all of their coworkers by applying a membership
group to a collection without listing each coworker individually.
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Publication Batching
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[0016] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts multiple presence publications in a single request.
The publications can span multiple categories, instances, and collections. For example, a publishing user having publication categories "status" and "location" can
publish a status of "not available" and a location of "Microsoft Headquarters" in a collection accessible to the
public and a status of "in a meeting with John" and a
location of "Bldg 40/Conference Room 5" in a collection
accessible to coworkers. The publishing user can also
publish multiple instances of the same information within
each collection. For example, a category "phone number"
might have instances of "home" for a home number,
"work" for a work number, and "mobile" for a cell phone
number. The user can publish values for each of these
instances in the same publication request.
[0017] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts unpublishing and publishing publications in a single
request. For example, a publishing user who is going to
a meeting may log off of their desktop computer, causing
unpublishing of publication instances relating to the desktop, and the user may become active at their cell phone,
causing new instances to need to be added for the cell
phone. The presence system can accept both the unpublishing of the desktop publications and the publishing
of the cell phone publications in a single update request.
For example, an enterprise’s network presence service
may receive the publication updates from both devices
and forward the updates to a global presence service in
a single request.
[0018] In one embodiment, the presence system
sends multiple presence updates using extensions to the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and SIP for Instant Mes-
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saging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE)
protocols. SIP is an application-layer control protocol that
devices can use to discover one another and to establish,
modify, and terminate sessions between devices and is
an Internet proposed standard described in "RFC 3261."
RFC 3261, which is available on the Internet at
www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3261.txt. The SIP standard allows implementers to add extensions to define custom behaviors. The presence system adds a tag <publish> that contains a list of <publication> tags specifying presence information to be published, and a similar <unpublish> tag
that contains a list of <publication> tags specifying presence information to be unpublished. Each publication
identifies the category, instance, and collection to which
it applies. In some embodiments, the presence system
accepts an expiration value of zero for a publication within
a <publish> tag as an indication to unpublish information
rather than having a separate <unpublish> tag.
[0019] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts updates for multiple publishing users in a single
request. For example, when the SIP protocol is used,
each publication may contain the URI of the user to which
the publication applies. This allows services to publish
information on behalf of a large number of users. For
example, an Exchange email server can publish calendar
information for all of the users that use the server. As
another example, a cell phone carrier can publish information on the location of its cell phone customers to a
presence server. In both of these examples, information
that would previously have generated extensive network
traffic can be published for a large number of users in a
single request to the presence server.
[0020] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts publication requests having different attributes in
a single request. A publishing user may specify a different
expiration policy for a publication in one collection than
a publication in another collection. For example, in a collection having detailed information for a publication "location," the detailed status information (e.g., "in conference room 2") may change frequently and have a shorter
expiration than less detailed information in another collection (e.g., "in Seattle"). As another example, a publishing user may specify a different notification policy for
one type of publication than for another in the same request. For example, the notification policy may indicate
that updates in certain categories should not result in any
notification at all.
Subscription Batching
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[0021] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts subscriptions from a subscribing user for multiple
categories in a single request. For example, a subscribing user that is interested in a publishing user’s status
and location can compose a single subscribe request
that contains "status" and "location" in a list of categories.
[0022] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts subscriptions from a subscribing user for multiple
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publishing users in a single request. For example, a subscribing user can subscribe to multiple categories for User A and User B in a single request. When a subscribing
user is subscribing to presence information for each of
the users on their list of contacts, this can result in substantial resource savings because all of the subscriptions
can be made in a single request. Similarly, the presence
system may also accept different category lists for different users in a single request. For example, a subscribing
user can subscribe to categories 1 and 2 for User A and
categories 3 and 4 for User B in a single request.
[0023] In one embodiment, the presence system allows a subscribe request to retrieve presence information
without creating a subscription. For example, a user may
want to request presence information for a publishing
user one time without receiving notifications as the information changes. The user can send a subscribe request
with an indication that the request is a query for the current value of the presence information in the specified
categories and not a request to create a subscription.
[0024] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts the removal of existing subscriptions in the same
request as the addition of new subscriptions. For example, if a subscribing user is no longer interested in knowing a publishing user’s location, and also would like to
track the publishing user’s current phone number, the
subscribing user can compose a single request that contains the category "status" in a list of categories to unsubscribe from, and the category "phone number" in a
list of categories to subscribe to.
[0025] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts subscription requests on behalf of multiple subscribing users in a single request. For example, an enterprise may have a local presence server that receives
individual subscription requests from subscribing users
within the enterprise and forwards the requests to a global
presence server as a single batched subscription request.
[0026] In one embodiment, the presence system
sends multiple presence subscriptions using extensions
to the SIP and SIMPLE protocols. The presence system
adds a tag <batchSub> that contains a <categoryList>
tag that specifies the list of categories to be subscribed
to. The <batchSub> tag may also specify an <adhocList>
tag that specifies a list of multiple users whose categories
are being subscribed to. The presence system also adds
a tag <batchUnsub> that also contains tags specifying
the list of users and their categories that are being unsubscribed from. The system may also allow a subscribe
request with an empty body to indicate that all users and
categories should be unsubscribed from, rather than requiring the subscribing user to list every category and
user that they have subscribed to.
[0027] In one embodiment, the presence system filters
out unwanted presence information for a subscribing user by requiring an explicit subscription to each category
the subscribing user is interested in. For example, a publishing user may publish hundreds of categories of infor-
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mation, but a subscribing user may only want to know
the publishing user’s current status. The subscribing user
can send a subscribe request indicating a subscription
to the category "status" and the user will only receive
notifications for that category. This prevents the subscribing user from being overwhelmed with notifications that
the user is not interested in as the amount of information
provided by the presence server grows.
Expiration Models
[0028] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts publications that expire when the publishing device
logs off from the presence server. In previous systems
the publishing user published information for a fixed duration (e.g., one hour), and had to refresh or republish
the information when the publication was near expiration
to keep the information published. The presence system
defines a new type of expiration that keeps presence
information published until the device that published the
information goes offline. This is used, for example, when
a device such as a cell phone has published instances
of information that are valid only while the cell phone is
online. When the cell phone is turned off or otherwise
goes offline, the presence server can detect it and remove the information that was only relevant while the
device was online. When the device is online, it is no
longer required to continually update presence information that has not changed to keep it from expiring.
[0029] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts publications that expire when the publishing user
is no longer online. This expiration type is useful for presence information that applies to multiple devices for as
long as the user is online, but that is no longer relevant
when the user is offline. The presence system may detect
that the user is offline when the user is no longer logged
on through any device. The presence system may detect
that the user is no longer logged on to a device when the
device disconnects from the presence server or when
the device informs the presence server that the user is
no longer using the device. For example, a public Internet
kiosk may allow a user to access the Internet by inserting
a USB dongle that identifies the user. When the dongle
is removed, the Internet kiosk may inform any services
that the user was connected to, such as a presence service, that the user is no longer using the device. While the
user is online, the information stays published without
refresh requests from the user, thereby saving the presence server from processing additional update requests.
[0030] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts publications that do not expire. This expiration type,
called static, is useful for information that is relevant
whether a user is online or not, such as the user’s phone
number or address. This expiration type can also be used
by services that publish information on behalf of a user.
For example, an Exchange server that publishes calendar information for multiple users need not know whether
the user is online or not before publishing the user’s cal-
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endar information, and the information should not expire
regardless of the user’s current logged-on status. Therefore, such services can publish information by specifying
a static expiration type for the publication, and the published information will not be unpublished unless the
presence server receives an explicit unpublish request.

5

Membership Groups
[0031] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts collection membership lists that contain groups of
users. Previously, the users that had access to a particular collection of presence information were listed explicitly, and a default collection contained information that
applied to users not on any list. The presence system
allows groups of users to be specified, which reduces
the computational difficulty of determining whether a user
has access to a collection for large groups of users. Collection membership lists can be specified when presence
information is published, or can be specified independently in a separate request. One type of membership
group, "contact list," specifies that any subscribing user
on a publishing user’s list of contacts can view information
in a collection that the group is assigned to.
[0032] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts a membership group containing users within the
same enterprise as a publishing user. This membership
group allows a single entry in a user’s collection membership list to specify that any subscribing user in the
same enterprise should have access to a particular collection. For example, for a large corporation like Microsoft, this allows a collection to be created with additional
detail for coworkers that contains a single entry in the
membership list that specifies the "same enterprise"
membership group. The presence server determines
whether a particular subscribing user has access to the
collection by checking whether the user’s enterprise is
the same as the publishing user, such as by querying an
external domain controller. This prevents the presence
server from replicating the same list of users that the
external domain controller already contains.
[0033] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts a membership group containing users within a public cloud. A public cloud is defined as an externally available list of users provided by a different organization. The
public cloud membership group is useful when one operator of a presence server has partnerships with operators of other presence systems. For example, a presence server using Microsoft’s instant messaging software could interact with AOL, Yahoo, and other instant
message platforms using the public cloud membership
groups. By specifying the public cloud membership group
in a collection membership list, a publishing user can
define the presence publications that members of other
presence systems can subscribe to and view without having to list each member explicitly in the collection membership list.
[0034] In one embodiment, the presence system ac-
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cepts a federated membership group. A federated membership group is one in which multiple entities define lists
of users that should have similar access to presence information. For example, two corporations such as Microsoft and Intel can make their employee lists available for
federated membership groups. A presence server receiving publications with a federated membership group
type refers to specified federated membership servers
to determine which users are members of the federated
group. A publishing user can then specify publications
that the federated group can subscribe to.
[0035] In one embodiment, the presence system accepts batches of membership list changes in a single
request. For example, a publishing user could grant access to subscribing users in the same enterprise membership group to one collection and remove users in the
public cloud membership group from the collection in a
single request. A publishing user may specify membership lists for multiple collections as well as multiple membership groups and individual users in a membership list
for a particular collection in a single request.
[0036] By combining the collection model with membership groups, a publishing user can establish a hierarchy of presence information access. For example, a user’s calendar information can be made available in detail
to coworkers within the same enterprise and be made
available as free/busy information (which only indicates
the times that a user is free and the times that a user is
busy) to the general public. This allows members of the
general public to schedule an appointment with the publishing user that does not conflict with the rest of the user’s
schedule without exposing personal information about
what the user is doing. On the other hand, coworkers are
provided a more detailed view of what the user is doing
so that they can, for example, know that the user will be
in a meeting with the coworker later in the day.
[0037] Figure 1 is a block diagram that illustrates components of the presence system in one embodiment. The
presence system 110 is connected to entity devices 120
and 130 via a communications link 140, such as the Internet. The entity devices correspond to entities that may
be publishers or subscribers. The entity devices include
a compose publication update component 122, a compose subscription request component 125, and a send
request component 127. The compose publication update component 122 composes update requests to published presence information that may include batches of
individual publication updates. The compose subscription request component 125 composes subscription requests that may include batches of subscriptions to multiple categories of presence information for multiple publishing users. The send request component 127 sends
publication update requests and subscription requests
to the presence system 110.
[0038] The presence system includes a receive publication update component 150, an update publications
component 155, a receive membership update component 170, an update memberships component 175, an
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expire publications component 180, a detect connect status component 182, a receive subscription request component 185, an update subscriptions component 190, a
create collection component 165, a publication store
component 160, and a subscription store component
195. The publication store 160 contains the publications
of the publishers. The publications are organized into collections created by the create collection component 165.
The receive publication update component 150 is invoked when a request to update one or more publications
is received from a publisher. The receive publication update component 150 invokes the update publications
component 155 to add, remove, or update publications
in the publication store 160 as specified by the request.
The receive membership update component 170 is invoked when a request to update the membership list of
one or more collections in the publication store 160 is
received from a publisher. The request may be received
as an independent message or may be part of a publication update request. The receive membership update
component 170 invokes the update memberships component 175 to add, remove, and update memberships
on collections in the publication store 160. The receive
subscription request component 185 is invoked when a
request is received from an entity to subscribe to one or
more types of publications of a publisher. The receive
subscription request component 185 invokes the update
subscriptions component 190 to subscribe the entity to
the requested types of publications. Subscriptions are
stored in a subscription store 195, which may be integrated with the publication store 160. The expire publications component 180 is invoked periodically by the
presence system to clean up expired publications in the
publication store 160. Although not shown in Figure 1,
the entity devices include components of the presence
system to define collections and their memberships, to
send publication updates, to send subscription requests,
and to receive notifications of updates to publications.
[0039] The computing device on which the system is
implemented may include a central processing unit,
memory, input devices (e.g., keyboard and pointing devices), output devices (e.g., display devices), and storage
devices (e.g., disk drives). The memory and storage devices are computer-readable media that may contain instructions that implement the system. In addition, the data structures and message structures may be stored or
transmitted via a data transmission medium, such as a
signal on a communication link. Various communication
links may be used, such as the Internet, a local area
network, a wide area network, a point-to-point dial-up
connection, a cell phone network, and so on.
[0040] Embodiments of the system may be implemented in various operating environments that include personal computers, server computers, hand-held or laptop
devices, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based
systems, programmable consumer electronics, digital
cameras, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, distributed computing environments that include
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any of the above systems or devices, and so on. The
computer systems may be cell phones, personal digital
assistants, smart phones, personal computers, programmable consumer electronics, digital cameras, and so on.
[0041] The system may be described in the general
context of computer-executable instructions, such as
program modules, executed by one or more computers.
or other devices. Generally, program modules include
routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, and so on that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Typically, the functionality of the program modules may be combined or
distributed as desired in various embodiments.
[0042] Figure 2 is a protocol listing that illustrates the
SIP protocol extensions for sending publication updates
in one embodiment. The protocol begins with a SIP verb
"PUBLISH" 210 that signals a request to publish information. The protocol contains headers 220 that further
describe the request, such as its content type. The protocol contains a "<publish>" section 230 that contains a
"<publications>" section 232. The "<publications>" section lists publications 235 and 240 to be published and
publication 250 to be unpublished. The publication 235
specifies presence information for a category named
"status," a specific instance of the category named "laptop," a container (which is a type of collection) identified
as "1," a version of "0," a publishing user identified by the
SIP address "sip:foo@bar.com," and an expiration type
for the publication of "user" which indicates that the publication should be removed when the user goes offline.
Although text is shown for some fields for clarity, numbers
may also be used. For example, the value of the "instance" field may contain a unique identifier assigned to
a device rather than the text "laptop." Another publication
240 specifies the same category "status," but a different
instance "desktop" in a different container "2" for the
same publishing user. The protocol also contains a publication 250 that is to be removed from the publication
store as indicated in this example by an expire type of
zero. Although in this example the "expireType" field is
overloaded to indicate that a publication is to be unpublished, a separate field or a separate XML section within
the protocol could also be used. The publication 250 that
is being removed is identified by a category name, an
instance identifier, a container identifier, and a publishing
user address. Specifying the publishing user’s address
in a publication allows entities other than the user to publish and unpublish presence information on a user’s behalf, such as an Exchange server as described above.
[0043] Figure 3 is a flow diagram that illustrates the
processing of the update publications component of the
presence system in one embodiment. The component is
invoked by the receive publication update component
when a publish request such as the one in Figure 2 is
received. In block 310, the component receives an update publications request from the receive publication
update component. In block 320, the component selects
the next publication from the request. In block 330, the
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component locates the collection for the publishing user
identified by the selected publication in the publication
store. In decision block 340, if the publication exists, then
the component continues at block 360, else the component continues at block 350. In block 350, the publication
that did not previously exist is added to the publication
store. In block 360, the existing publication in the publication store is updated with the information in the request.
In decision block 370, if there are more publications in
the request, the component loops to block 320 to select
the next publication, else the component completes.
[0044] Figure 4 is a protocol listing that illustrates the
SIP protocol extensions for sending subscription requests in one embodiment. The protocol begins with a
SIP verb "SUBSCRIBE" 410 that signals a request to
subscribe to published information. The protocol contains headers 420 that further describe the request, such
as its content type. The protocol also contains a "<batchSub>" section 440 that contains an "<action>" section
442. The action section contains an "<adhocList>" section 445 and a "<categoryList>" section 450. The adhoc
list section 445 specifies the identifiers of publishing users whose publications the subscribing user would like
to receive notifications for. The category list section 450
specifies the categories to subscribe to for each publishing user. The subscription request will cause the subscribing user to receive notifications for each of the specified categories for each of the specified users. Although
not shown in Figure 4, the request may also contain a
list of categories and users to unsubscribe from similar
to the subscribe section 440.
[0045] Figure 5 is a flow diagram that illustrates the
processing of the update subscriptions component of the
presence system in one embodiment. The component is
invoked by the receive subscription request component
when a subscription request such as the one in Figure 4
is received. In block 510, the component receives a subscription request from the receive subscription request
component. In decision block 520, if there are more category filters contained in the request, then the component
continues at block 530, else the component continues at
block 550. In block 530, the component selects the next
category filter from the request. In block 540, the component updates the category filters in the subscription
store. The component then loops to block 520 to determine whether there are any more category filters in the
request. In decision block 550, if there are more subscriptions in the request, then the component continues at
block 560, else the component continues at block 580.
In block 560, the component selects the next subscription
from the subscription request. In block 570, the component adds the subscription to the subscription store. The
subscription may be in the form of a list of users and a
list of categories, such that multiple categories can be
subscribed for multiple users in a single subscription section. The component then loops to block 550 to determine
whether there are any more subscriptions in the request.
In decision block 580, if there are more unsubscriptions
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in the request, the component continues at block 590,
else the component completes. In block 590, the component selects the next unsubscription in the request. In
block 595, the component removes the specified subscription from the subscription store. After all of the unsubscriptions are processed, the component completes.
[0046] Figure 6 is a protocol listing that illustrates the
SIP protocol extensions for updating collection memberships in one embodiment. The portion of the protocol
shown may be included in the body of a SIP publish request as shown in Figure 2, or it may be part of an independent message type specifically for updating memberships. The protocol begins with a "<setContainerMembers>" section 610 that contains one or more "<container>" sections 615 that identify a collection whose memberships are to be modified. Each container section contains one or more member entries 620, 630, and 640.
The first member entry 620 in Figure 6 specifies a type
"uri" that indicates that the value is the SIP URI of a specific user. The action type "add" indicates that the specified user is to be added as a member with access to the
specified collection. The second member entry 630 specifies a type "sameDomain" that indicates that the membership of users from the same domain as the publishing
user is being modified, and the action type "remove" indicates that access to the collection is being removed.
The third member entry 640 specifies a type "contactList"
and an action type "add" that indicates that access to the
specified collection is to be granted to any member of
the publishing user’s contact list.
[0047] Figure 7 is a flow diagram that illustrates the
processing of the update memberships component of the
presence system in one embodiment. The component is
invoked by the receive membership update component
when a membership update request such as the one in
Figure 6 is received. In block 710, the component receives an update memberships request from the receive
membership update component. In block 720, the component selects the next container section from the request. In block 730, the component selects the next member update within the container section. In decision block
740, if the member update contains an action type "add,"
then the component continues at block 750, else the component continues at block 760. In block 750, the user or
group specified in the member update is added to the
member list of the selected container in the publication
store. In block 760, the user or group specified in the
member update is removed from the member list of the
selected container in the publication store. In decision
block 770, if there are more member updates in the selected container section, then the component loops to
block 730 to select the next member update, else the
component continues at block 780. In decision block 780,
if there are more container sections in the membership
update request, then the component loops to block 720
to select the next container section, else the component
completes.
[0048] Figure 8 is a flow diagram that illustrates the
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processing of the expire publications component of the
presence system in one embodiment. The component is
invoked periodically by the presence system to remove
stale publications from the publication store. In block 810,
the component selects the next publication from the publication store. In decision block 820, if the expire type of
the selected publication is "static," then the component
continues at block 860, else the component continues at
block 830. In decision block 830, if the expire type of the
selected publication is "device," then the component continues at block 833, else the component continues at
block 840. In decision block 833, if the device that published the selected publication is offline, then the component continues at block 836, else the component continues at block 860. In block 836, the component removes
the expired publication from the publication store. In decision block 840, if the expire type of the selected publication is "user," then the component continues at block
843, else the component continues at block 850. In decision block 843, if the user that published the selected
publication is not logged on through any device, then the
component continues at block 846, else the component
continues at block 860. In block 846, the component removes the expired publication from the publication store.
In decision block 850, if the expire type of the selected
publication is "duration," then the component continues
at block 853, else the component continues at block 860.
In decision block 853, if the amount of time specified for
the selected publication has expired, then the component
continues at block 856, else the component continues at
block 860. In block 856, the component removes the expired publication from the publication store. In decision
block 860, if there are more publications in the publication
store, then the component loops to block 810 to select
the next publication, else the component completes. Although the method depicted shows a polling method of
checking for and removing expired publications, it will be
understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that other
methods could be used such as an event-driven model
in which the event of a user or device changing from
online to offline status causes the expired publications
to be removed directly.
[0049] Although the subject matter has been described
in language specific to structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the subject
matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily
limited to the specific features or acts described above.
Rather, the specific features and acts described above
are disclosed as example forms of implementing the
claims. For example, the requests processed by the presence system have been described using the SIP protocol,
but other protocols such as a custom protocol on top of
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) could be used.
In some instances steps have been described as being
performed by components at the presence server, but
they could also be performed by components at the entities that interact with the presence server. The system
could also be implemented as a peer-to-peer network in
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which there is no single, central presence server, but
rather presence information could be distributed and
stored by the peers. Accordingly, the invention is not limited except as by the appended claims.
5

Claims
1.
10

15

A presence system of modifying access to presence
information published in collections, wherein each
collection contains a member list of users that are
allowed to subscribe to the information within that
collection, wherein the member list is adapted to contain a membership group of users, the system comprising:
a receive request component (150) that receives
a request to publish presence information, the
request comprising:

20

a collection identifier that specifies a collection whose member list is to be modified;
a membership group of users for which user
access is to be modified; and
25

a modify access component (175) that modifies
the access of the specified membership group
to the specified collection in response to the request,
wherein the presence system further accepts a
federated membership group, the federated
membership group being a membership group
in which multiple corporations make available
lists of users that have access to presence information of the federated membership group.

30

35

2.

The system of claim 1 wherein the membership
group specifies a domain and/or wherein the membership group specifies the collection owner’s contact list and/or wherein the membership group specifies federated member servers and/or
wherein the membership group specifies a membership group defined by an entity external to the presence system.

3.

The system of claim 1 wherein the request contains
more than one membership group for which access
is to be modified, and/or
wherein the request contains more than one collection for which access is to be modified.

4.

The system of claim 3 wherein the collections belong
to different publishing users.

5.

The system of claim 1 wherein the request specifies
that the membership group is to be granted access
to the collection or
wherein the request specifies that the membership
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14. The computer-readable medium of claim 13 wherein
the membership group specifies the collection owner’s contact list.

group is to be denied access to the collection.
6.

7.

8.

9.

The system of claim 1 further comprising a receive
subscription request component that receives a request to subscribe to the presence information from
a subscribing user.
The system of claim 6 wherein the collections and
member lists create a hierarchy of presence information available to subscribing users having a level
of detail that differs based on the identity of the subscribing user.
The system of claim 1 wherein the request uses the
SIP protocol.

20
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15. The computer-readable medium of claim 13 wherein
the request contains more than one collection for
which access is to be modified.

10

Patentansprüche
1.

15

The system of claim 1 wherein some components of
the system are located at a presence server and other components are located at a presence client.

Präsenzsystem zum Ändern des Zugriffs auf in
Sammlungen veröffentlichten Präsenzinformationen, wobei jede Sammlung eine Mitgliederliste von
Benutzern enthält, die berechtigt sind, die Informationen mit dieser Sammlung zu abonnieren, wobei
die Mitgliederliste dazu eingerichtet ist, eine Mitgliedergruppe von Benutzern zu enthalten, wobei das
System umfasst:

20

10. A method of modifying access to presence information published in collections, wherein each collection
contains a member list of users that are allowed to
subscribe to the information within that collection,
wherein the member list is adapted to contain a membership group of users, the method comprising:

eine
Empfangsanforderungskomponente
(150), die eine Anforderung zum Veröffentlichen
von Präsenzinformationen empfängt, wobei die
Anforderung umfasst:
25

eine Sammlungskennung, die eine Sammlung angibt, deren Mitgliederliste geändert
werden soll;
eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe von Benutzern,
für die der Benutzerzugriff geändert werden
soll; und

receiving (150) a request to publish presence
information, the request comprising:
30

a collection identifier that specifies a collection whose member list is to be modified;
a membership group of users for which user
access is to be modified; and

eine Änderungszugriffskomponente (175), die
den Zugriff der angegebenen Mitgliedschaftsgruppe auf die angegebene Sammlung als Antwort auf die Anforderung ändert,
wobei das Präsenzsystem weiterhin eine Verbundmitgliedschaftsgruppe akzeptiert, wobei
die Verbundmitgliedschaftsgruppe eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe ist, in der mehrere Unternehmen Listen von Benutzern verfügbar machen, die Zugriff auf Präsenzinformationen der
Verbundmitgliedschaftsgruppe haben.

35

modifying (175) the access of the specified
membership group to the specified collection in
response to the request,
the method further comprising:
accepting a federated membership group, the
federated membership group being a membership group in which multiple corporations make
available lists of users that have access to presence information of the federated membership
group.

40

45

2.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Mitgliedschaftsgruppe eine Domäne angibt und/oder die Mitgliedschaftsgruppe die Kontaktliste des Sammlungsbesitzers angibt und/oder die Mitgliedschaftsgruppe Verbundmitglieds-Server angibt und/oder
die Mitgliedschaftsgruppe eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe angibt, die von einer Einheit außerhalb des Präsenzsystems definiert wird.

3.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Anforderung
mehr als eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe enthält, für die
der Zugriff geändert werden soll, und/oder
die Anforderung mehr als eine Sammlung enthält,
für die der Zugriff geändert werden soll.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the membership
group specifies a domain.
12. The method of claim 10 wherein the request contains
more than one membership group for which access
is to be modified.
13. A computer-readable medium containing instructions which, when executed by a computer, cause
the computer to carry out the steps of the method of
claim 10.
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4.

System nach Anspruch 3, bei dem die Sammlungen
verschiedenen Veröffentlichungsbenutzern gehören.

5.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Anforderung
angibt, dass der Mitgliedschaftsgruppe Zugriff auf
die Sammlung gewährt werden soll oder
die Anforderung angibt, dass der Mitgliedschaftsgruppe der Zugriff auf die Sammlung verweigert werden soll.

6.

7.

System nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin umfassend eine
Empfangsabonnement-Anforderungskomponente,
die eine Anforderung zum Abonnieren der Präsenzinformationen von einem abonnierenden Benutzer
empfängt.
System nach Anspruch 6, bei dem die Sammlungen
und Mitgliederlisten eine Hierarchie von Präsenzinformationen erstellen, die für abonnierende Benutzer mit einer Detailebene verfügbar sind, die sich
basierend auf der Identität des abonnierenden Benutzers unterscheidet.

8.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Anforderung
das SIP-Protokoll verwendet.

9.

System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem sich einige Komponenten des Systems auf einem Präsenz-Server
befinden und sich andere Komponenten auf einem
Präsenz-Client befinden.

22
ne Mitgliedschaftsgruppe ist, in der mehrere Unternehmen Listen von Benutzern verfügbar machen, die Zugriff auf Präsenzinformationen der
Verbundmitgliedschaftsgruppe haben.

5

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, bei dem die Mitgliedschaftsgruppe eine Domäne spezifiziert.
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12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, bei dem die Anforderung mehr als eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe enthält, für
die der Zugriff geändert werden soll.
13. Computerlesbares Medium, das Anweisungen enthält, die, wenn sie von einem Computer ausgeführt
werden, den Computer veranlassen, die Schritte des
Verfahrens nach Anspruch 10 auszuführen.
14. Computerlesbares Medium nach Anspruch 13, bei
dem die Mitgliedschaftsgruppe die Kontaktliste des
Sammlungsbesitzers spezifiziert.
15. Computerlesbares Medium nach Anspruch 13, bei
dem die Anforderung mehr als eine Sammlung enthält, für die der Zugriff geändert werden soll.

25

Revendications

10. Verfahren zum Modifizieren des Zugriffs auf in
Sammlungen veröffentlichte Präsenzinformationen,
wobei jede Sammlung eine Mitgliederliste von Benutzern enthält, die berechtigt sind, die Informationen mit dieser Sammlung zu abonnieren, wobei die
Mitgliederliste dazu eingerichtet ist, eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe von Benutzern zu enthalten, wobei
das Verfahren umfasst:

1.
30
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Empfangen (150) einer Anforderung zum Veröffentlichen von Präsenzinformationen, wobei
die Anforderung umfasst:
45

eine Sammlungskennung, die eine Sammlung angibt, deren Mitgliederliste geändert
werden soll;
eine Mitgliedschaftsgruppe von Benutzern,
für die der Benutzerzugriff geändert werden
soll; und
Ändern (175) des Zugriffs der angegebenen Mitgliedschaftsgruppe auf die angegebene Sammlung als Antwort auf die Anforderung,
wobei das Verfahren weiterhin umfasst:
Akzeptieren einer Verbundmitgliedschaftsgruppe, wobei die Verbundmitgliedschaftsgruppe ei-
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Système de gestion de présence permettant de modifier l’accès à des informations de présence publiées dans une collection, dans lequel chaque collection contient une liste des membres des utilisateurs autorisés à s’abonner aux informations au sein
de ladite collection, dans lequel la liste de membres
est conçue pour contenir un groupe d’utilisateurs
membres, le système comprenant:
un composant de réception de demande (150)
qui reçoit une demande de publication d’informations de présence, la demande comprenant:
un identifiant de collection qui indique une
collection dont la liste de membres doit être
modifiée;
un groupe d’utilisateurs membres pour lesquels l’accès utilisateur doit être modifié; et
un composant de modification d’accès (175) qui
modifie l’accès du groupe de membres précisé
à la collection précisée en réponse à la demande,
dans lequel le système de gestion de présence
accepte en outre un groupe de membres fédéré,
le groupe de membres fédéré étant un groupe
de membres dans lequel de nombreuses sociétés rendent disponibles les listes des utilisateurs, qui ont accès aux informations de présence du groupe de membres fédéré.

23
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Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
groupe de membres indique un domaine et/ou
dans lequel le groupe de membres indique la liste
de contacts du propriétaire de la collection et/ou
dans lequel le groupe de membres indique des serveurs membres fédérés et/ou
dans lequel le groupe de membres indique un groupe de membres défini par une entité externe au système de gestion de présence.

24
recevoir (150) une demande de publication d’informations de présence, la demande comprenant:

5

un identifiant de collection qui indique une
collection dont la liste de membres doit être
modifiée;
un groupe d’utilisateurs membres pour lesquels l’accès utilisateur doit être modifié; et

10

3.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la demande contient plus d’un groupe de membres pour
lequel accès doit être modifié, et/ou
dans lequel la demande contient plus d’une collection pour laquelle l’accès doit être modifié.

4.

Système selon la revendication 3, dans lequel les
collections appartiennent à différents utilisateurs
d’édition.

5.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la demande indique qu’un accès à la collection doit être
accordé au groupe de membres ou bien
dans lequel la demande indique qu’un accès à la
collection doit être refusé au groupe de membres.
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6.

7.

Système selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre un composant de réception de demande
d’abonnement qui reçoit une demande d’abonnement aux informations de présence de la part d’un
utilisateur abonné.
Système selon la revendication 6, dans lequel les
collections et les listes de membres créent une hiérarchie des informations de présence à la disposition
des utilisateurs abonnés ayant un niveau de détail
différent sur la base de l’identité de l’utilisateur abonné.

8.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la demande utilise le protocole SIP.

9.

Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel certains composants du système sont situés dans un
serveur de gestion de présence et les autres composants sont situés sur un client de gestion de présence.

10. Procédé de modification de l’accès aux informations
de présence publiées dans des collections, dans lequel
chaque collection contient une liste des membres
des utilisateurs autorisés à s’abonner aux informations au sein de ladite collection, dans lequel la liste
des membres est conçue pour contenir le groupe de
membres utilisateurs, le procédé comprenant les
étapes suivantes:

modifier (175) l’accès du groupe de membres
précisé à la collection précisée en réponse à la
requête,
le procédé consistant en outre à:
accepter un groupe de membres fédéré, le groupe de membres fédéré étant un groupe de membres dans lequel de nombreuses sociétés rendent disponibles les listes des utilisateurs, qui
ont accès aux informations de présence du
groupe de membres fédéré.
11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel le
groupe de membres indique un domaine.
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12. Procédé la revendication 10, dans lequel la demande contient plus d’un groupe de membres pour lequel
accès doit être modifié.
13. Support lisible par ordinateur comprenant des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par un ordinateur, conduisent l’ordinateur à réaliser les étapes du procédé de la revendication 10.
14. Support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication
13, dans lequel le groupe de membres indique la
liste de contacts du propriétaire de la collection.
15. Support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication
13, dans lequel la demande contient plus d’une collection pour laquelle l’accès doit être modifié.
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